
Area 48 Meeting minutes 	 Delegate’s Day of Sharing 	 	 March 14, 2021


Tammie, Area Chair, called meeting to order at 9:31 am

Meeting opened with the group reciting the Serenity Prayer. There were approximately 54 
people in attendance.


Tammie welcomed everyone to Delegate’s Day of Sharing. She stated the purpose is to provide 
an Area group conscience to the Delegate to carry to conference. 

Tammie gave instructions on how to navigate Zoom program, and identified the co-hosts.


Reports:

 
Alt Chair — Guy:

Events coming up; are listed on website. There are many weekly and monthly meetings 
including DCM meeting — see website. NYSI committee has been formed. There will be a 
virtual convention in November; a committee has been formed. 


Secretary — Louise:

Minutes of prior meeting were approved.


Treasurer — Linda:

Linda is our new Area Treasurer. She sent out reports through the Newsletter in advance and 
they are posted on the web site.


1. 2020 end of year report — Comments: Delegate expense reported is incorrect; is a 
quickbooks issue. Literature for Corrections — additional $370 paid out in January. Expense is 
posted in Literature; should be in Corrections. NERAASA expense was for 2020.


2. Jan monthly transaction report — Question raised about large round numbers for delegate 
and chair: This reflects advances to Delegate and Chair paid out; Tammy explained they then 
submit receipts each quarter.


3. Feb monthly transaction report

HMB overage expense — This reflects Area sending half of income from convention to GSO.


Motion to accept reports made, seconded and passed.


Chair — Tammie:

Started 2021 district visits. Visited several districts so far and has visits planned through May. 

GSR forums are successful. Meetings are held on the first Sunday of the month. Tad attended 
last meeting; went through info on Conference. 

Upcoming events: Fellowship Day; Spring Assembly has several proposals. Planning for June 
Joy of Service Day. Reach out to DCM District 8 or Tammie if you want to help plan.

Visual History of AA — ordered 10 copies. Will distribute as door prizes. [One was raffled off 
later. Thank you from your humble secretary!]


Registrar — Gretchen:

Meetings that are solely on line are not yet listed.


Delegate — Tad 
Purpose of today’s assembly is to review conference agenda items — to share opinions and 
guidance; Tad intends to listen. Tad reports there was a good response on his questionnaire.

He would like to receive responses by April 11, one week before the conference.




Tad reviewed today’s Agenda: Start with RIPTAB video — this was presented at the 
Conference on literature last year. Then 5 roundtables in which people are welcome to talk 
about anything on that committee’s agenda or any other item on conference agenda. There are 
a large number of agenda items, especially due to shortened conference last year.


RIPTAB video: “Researching Issues possible tools and access”

This was created as background for the 2020 conference. It consolidated comments on the 
request to change the Big Book — inability of some to understand the message of the Big 
Book, due to accessibility and relatability factors. Unclear whether fellowship thinks this is a 
problem. The original purpose of the Big Book published in 1939 was to share success with 
the world; was also meant to be read to/by alcoholics to enable them to find power greater 
than themselves to solve problem of alcoholism.

The video is not posted on the AA website or shared publicly but Tad can send link to share 
with Area members or email webmaster@aahmbny.org


We need to ask question: Push back on not changing Bill’s writing? Need to consider how 
important is one versus the other? Accessibility versus originality. Plays across all of our 
literature, including pamphlets. E.g., Twelve Traditions pamphlet which is pictorial rather than a 
lot of text. Also consider cost since we have so many pamphlets and literature to change 
across the board. 


Participants were divided into breakout rooms. 


Return to main meeting at 12:49 pm


Tad: Area feedback gives him a sense of what this portion of AA thinks, priorities, etc. But as 
delegate he is to represent AA as a whole.


Roundtable reports back: 

CPC/PI  
Sally and Marcia facilitated. Ramona reported for group. 

1. Pamphlet that directly informs mental health professionals about AA

Yes to creating pamphlets. Geared to professionals. Need more clarity than current pamphlets 
about AA. Idea to be written by mental health professionals in recovery. Current pamphlet 
mostly has personal stories rather than specific information. Dispel myths of AA. 

Create pamphlet that clarifies AA is spiritual vs a religious program. Be more inclusive of all 
people of faith. Some are outdated and need clarity on spirituality. 


2.  Podcasts. AA has not utilized. GSO should develop this to reach alcoholics. Currently there 
are podcasts about AA not done by AA. We are behind in this area. This is a big way to do 
outreach to public. Use this to adapt to changing times. Concern about anonymity if includes 
video, such as You Tube. Suggestion to hide faces of AA people. Cons: if info is too dry. Needs 
to be modern and current to be successful. 


3.  Pamphlet for clergy. Needs to be updated. Explored terms like “faith healer.” Agreed should 
be brought up for discussion at conference.


Corrections

Don S reported for group

1. Changing pamphlet — no longer referring to incarcerated member as “inmates” or 
“offenders.” Agreed pamphlet should be changed to different terminology to avoid offense. 
Good word: “resident.” Used in Maine. In upstate NY, people incarcerated said “we are 
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inmates.” Offensive is in the attitude of person feeling offended. Avoid barrier by using other 
word to describe status of person being reached out to, so why not.

2. New technologies to reach out to corrections professionals and to provide meetings. WebX, 
zoom, etc. Be mindful that each facility is its own entity. Depends on each prison 
Superintendant. Each Superintendant has his/her own rules. Can add to corrections workbook 
to have discussion with each facility. Be mindful that we are guests in their house. Provides 
guidance of good ideas even if not all workable in every scenario.


Finance

Cindy reported for the group 

1.  Pamphlet self-support. Contribution percentages in pie charts: Pamphlet does not state that 
this is not written in stone. Perhaps leave chart as guidance and include language that these 
are suggestions only and each group decides. Or remove all numbers from pie chart and write 
that historically that there were numbers; suggest look at needs of each service entity. 

2.  Self support packet — pamphlet, 7th tradition card, birthday card etc. Suggestion to pass 
along from one treasurer to another. 

3. Club donations. In favor of keeping verbiage as is. We have no oversight or control over 
clubs. Potential conflicts of interests. Groups may get impression their responsibility is less 
important, which is not the case. 

4.  Selling books at cost or less: Conflict regarding charity vs primary purpose. There are soft 
loopholes such as giving away books to prisons or newcomers. Did not reach conclusion.

5. Delegate expenses. Leave as it is, especially since landscape is changing such as with 
COVID. Collect more data later with changes. 

6.  Bequests limit of $10,000 and individual contribution limits to GSO. Don’t change now since 
landscape is changing.  
7. Google grants: not exclusive, they do this for all 501(c)(3) organizations. Okay if we are not 
soliciting from one vendor. So not a conflict to accept this. 


Grapevine & LaVina and Archives 
Archives — History book: No consensus on this. Question whether worth the money and 
whether people read.

Workbook revision was a “yes.”

New Grapevine pamphlet — not needed. Plenty of resources available on website. Need 
education from grapevine reps but not pamphlet.

Preamble — Gender neutral language for preamble: Mixed. Younger people might relate better 
and more people feel included. Translations of BB in other languages have gender-neutral 
language. Worked well so far.

Change 5th edition: Keep 164 pages. Some felt BB should be maintained as written.

Pamphlet on sponsorship: yes include paragraph that is inclusive to all genders. Expand on 
service sponsorship. Is working, why change? Address vulnerability of new members.

This may not be the right time for AA to put resources into new literature since funds are 
limited.

Comment: Group can read whatever preamble they want, because each group is autonomous.

Concern about resistance to change. Need to change to reach out to people effectively. Tad 
said need to be inclusive, current and therefore embrace change.


Literature 
Dana reported for group. 

 1. Revising pamphlet on sponsorship. Change same sex suggestion — all in favor. Retitle 
pamphlet — yes expand to add service. 

2.  Revised 12&12 — remove phrase “opposite sex” on p 117. Majority favored removing 
phrase “lustful enough to rape” on p. 66  
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3.  5th Edition of Big Book — unanimously in favor of developing 5th Edition. Good idea to 
start process since it takes years to revise. 

4.  5th edition of big book with appendices 3 & 5 and stories: Yes to updating. Proposed 
forward to new edition: proposal is not readable. Want to add forward but not this one since it 
does not make book more accessible. 

5.  Plain/simplified language. There are many considerations in this proposal. Should be 
tackled in sections rather than all proposals. Focus on newcomer — some have barriers to 
identifying. Chapter to wives and family after are cringe-worthy to many because of the 
language and tone. Re-writing BB has been an idea around for a long time. Revise language 
without diluting core message of AA. A lot of sexist and dated language — revise to reach 
young people and women. Difficult for newcomers to follow language in literature. Use of 
pronoun “he” is outdated. Maybe move offending chapters to the appendix. Concern about 
losing people because language is not inclusive. Be sure to include people in revision process 
to whom literature is intended for. Translations use modern English. Important to change with 
the times and reach newcomer. Throw AA doors open as wide as possible. 


Comments: Deciding on updating depends on being wired into service structure. Take action if 
you see it is needed.

Proposed changes affect people greatly other than white men. 

One group wants to not see BB changed in 164 pages. Okay to add to existing BB to be 
inclusive but keep as is. 

We do not know how many people we may have lost because of non-inclusive language. 
Creating new content helps people identify with AA message. 

Language should be adapted for secular community. Non-religious meetings are growing. 

Object to male-centered language; hard for newcomers to relate. 

Could keep BB as historical item and make a revised book. Could think about adopting 
another author’s work (non-AA).


Tammie suggested people feel free to comment on any agenda topics, including

Policy and Admission — online groups’ participation in service structure, e.g., Area 94. 

Each of us has a responsibility to carry the message; we may be the only BB newcomers see. 

A few people spoke against an Area 94 covering all virtual groups. Would expand over many 
time zones, so it would be cumbersome to join; and this would make those who join not 
representative. Administrative/logistical difficulties. But perhaps there could be some way to 
communicate and share experiences on common issues of online meetings. 

Opinions expressed about online district within Area. Perhaps instead of new district perhaps 
let group decide what district they want to be in. 

 
Tad thanked many for their work and involvement today. He invited people to contact him 
including by email to provide input. Encouraged people to continue to fill out questionnaire on 
Area website until mid-April. He commented there are a lot of good thoughts presented today. 
Some topics have been discussed for many years, and we need to move some forward. We are 
missing people and losing people. Thanks to all.

 
Motion made and seconded to end meeting. Tammie closed meeting at 2:54 pm after group 
recited the Responsibility Pledge. 


Respectfully submitted,


Louise R. 

Area 48 Secretary
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